
Our Contact Details are as follows:- 
Tel – 0161 653 1996 - Email: ffn10@fisherfeldchildcare.co.uk

Or keep in touch with iConnect/ParentZone, please ask a member of staff if you need help
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JUNE 2024

SCHOOL HOUSE

Dates for the Diary:
5TH JUNE – WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY

We will be looking at ways we can look after our plant and why.

6TH JUNE – D-DAY 80TH ANNIVERSARY
Making medals and having a tea party in the garden.

17TH JUNE – FATHERS DAY
Father’s day hamper, raffle tickets £2, will be on sale from the 3rd June 

17TH JUNE – PARENT EVENING
Times to be confirmed. 

Look what we have been doing:

look what we will be doing:

Upcoming events - 

LOOK WHAT WE HAVE BEEN 
DOING…
The children in the Lamb’s room have enjoyed learning linked to the ‘Dear Zoo’ 
story, and we spent time learning about the different animals in the story. We 
took part in lots of mark making with the animals such as stomping in the play 
dough and paint. We listened to the different animal sounds and explored a 
range of different textures. The children also enjoyed exploring different 
recycling materials, as we posted the animals back to the zoo.

The Ducks have enjoyed listening to the story ‘How to Reach the Moon’,
learning new language around sizes and number names. We built towers
as tall as ourselves and looked at the height of the animals in the story. The
children enjoyed taking part in mindfulness as we looked for the clouds,
stars, and the moon in the sky.

The Farmer’s children have been planting and going on bug hunts linked to
their book, ‘Dream Big, Little Mole’. We looked at the different obstacles the
mole faced, from the river to the animals which get in his way. The children
enjoyed looking for holes in the garden to see if the mole had been, the
rhyming text made problem solving fun.

The children in the Explorer’s room have been learning about how they
can stay safe while on the internet, through the ‘Screen Thief’ story. We
made a TV out of a box and the children got to dress up and share their
news to their friends, talking about what they had done over the weekend.

We role played using the different phones from around the nursery. The
children were asked about their favourite books, and they started to pretend 
that’s who was ringing. We kept it very simple, explaining how we must use 
kind words all the time and when on devices these rules stay the same.
We introduced the children to the term ‘Cyber Bully’. The children dressed
up as superheroes, and after drawing faces on the chalk board outside, 
they took it in turns to spray the cyber bullies away with their fairy dust. 
 
THANK YOU – we would like to thank Edna and Aoifa for bringing in 
some strawberry and chive cuttings from their garden to plant at nursery. 


